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Abstract
We propose a new application-specific post-acquisition quality evaluation method for brain MRI images.
The domain of a MRI slice is regarded as the universal set. Four feature images; grayscale, local entropy,
local contrast and local standard deviation are extracted from the slice and transformed into the binary
domain. Each feature image is regarded as a set enclosed by the universal set. Four qualities attribute;
lightness, contrast, sharpness and texture details are described by four different combinations of the
feature sets. In an ideal MRI slice the four feature sets are identically equal. The degree of distortion
in real MRI slice is quantified by the fidelity between the sets that describe a quality attribute. Noise
is the fifth quality attribute and it is described by the slice Euler number region property. The total
quality score is the weighted sum of the five quality scores. Our proposed method addresses the current
challenges in image quality evaluation. It is simple, easy-to-use and easy-to-understand. Incorporation of
binary transformation in the proposed method reduces computational as well as operational complexity
of the algorithm. We provide experimental results that demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method
on good quality images and on common distortions in MRI images of the brain.
Keywords: Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Image Quality, Texture, Contrast, Standard Deviation,
Entropy and Euler Number.
1. Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system is a popular tool in the field of medicine for the study
of human anatomy [42], [13], segmentation to aid pathology [7], [28] and the clinical trials of drugs
for the treatment and monitoring of neurological diseases [3], [2]. Quality evaluation is required at the
acquisition and post-acquisition stages of an imaging workflow. Quality evaluation assess the integrity
of information contained in images to ensure that they are of acceptable quality before post-acquisition
processing and analysis. Image quality evaluation is one of the basic criteria for the performance evaluation of MRI system devices at the acquisition stage and the performance evaluation of automated
image analysis systems at the post-acquisition stage. An example of post-acquisition utility of brain
MRI images is in clinical research organizations (CRO) that manage the clinical trials of drugs for the
treatment and monitoring of multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s diseases. Daily clinical research organizations receive large volumes of MRI data acquired from several clinical trial sites around the globe.
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Brain measurements derived from MRI images are susceptible to differences in MRI system sequence parameters [4]. Thus quality evaluation is important to evaluate the variations in the quality attributes of
MRI images from the different MRI system manufacturers and the different clinical trial sites to ensure
that they conform with the acquisition protocols set by the sponsoring pharmaceutical organizations.
The human visual system is the gold standard in image quality evaluation. However subjective evaluation by human observers will be grossly inefficient in real-world scenarios such as the CRO where large
volumes of brain MRI images are evaluated before processing by automated image analysis systems.
Routine quality evaluation by a trained MRI reader involves negotiation around several different types
and levels of distortions [32]. Some quality evaluation task require the consent of other trained readers
because the human eyes does not possess clearly defined quality index threshold for distinguishing a
good quality image from a poor quality image. Often it is difficult for trained MRI readers to arrive
at a consensus for images that are perceived to lie on the borderline between acceptable and unacceptable quality. The consequence is high intra-reader and inter-reader variability, and the task of quality
evaluation becomes cumbersome.
In recent years objective image quality evaluation have been an active research area due to technological advancements which encourage the use, storage and transmission of images. Objective quality
assessment methods are categorized according to the availability of a reference image. Full reference
image quality assessment predicts image quality by comparing the image under investigation to another
image whose image quality has already been determined [38], [48], [52], [22]. Reduced reference image
quality assessment uses partial information from the reference image [55], [29], [43], [47]. No-reference
method predict the quality of an image without a reference image and use only the information about
the image under investigation [33], [12], [45], [8], [44], [1]. It is noteworthy that most contributions in
the literature such as [52], [58], [24], [35] are driven by the need to solve computer vision problems such
as storage, compression and transmission. The popular image quality evaluation techniques are peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and structural similarity index [52]. These
techniques are strongly related as they are both generic and full-reference methods [21].
Most brain MRI quality assessment method focus on the acquisition stage of the imaging workflow.
Quality evaluation methods at the acquisition stage involves modifying the design of system hardware,
optimizing acquisition parameters and the implementation of undersampling and constrained reconstruction schemes to reduce acquisition time and generate high quality images. Proposed methods in
this category include [20], [6], [37], [32], [53], [18]. There are very few contributions on post-acquisition
quality evaluation for brain MRI images. One of the few contributions in the literature [15] proposed
signal-to-noise ratio as a quality metric within an automated quality control system. The authors in
[34] adopt artifactual voxels and noise level as the two quality attributes to measure image quality. The
report in [54] apply analysis of variance (ANOVA) algorithm to assess the variation of several quality
measures with different levels of distortions.
The contribution by [15] which adopt the popular signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is diagnostically misleading [32] because it cannot discriminate the quality of two images that are perceptually dissimilar [41].
There are many definitions of SNR which makes it difficult to compare quality measures from different
imaging system, modalities and researchers [25]. Quality indices derived from these popular methods
does not always correlate with the performance of observers using the imaging system on the task for
which they are intended [25]. The adoption of only artifacts and noise in [34] are too few attributes
to account for the several types of distortions which combine with ideal features to manifest as image
quality [33]. The report in [54] use the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to demonstrate the variations of
several quality measures with different types and levels of distortions. However the proposed technique
cannot transform the different levels of distortion into a quality index. ANOVA based measures does
not discriminate quality measures which successive values are decreasing, increasing or random. Thus,
there is the risk of ambiguity in quality measures that are based on the use of ANOVA models [31].
We acknowledge that, as at when they were proposed, current post-acquisition quality evaluation
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techniques demonstrate state-of-the-art performance in the industry. Rapid technological advancements
in the design of MRI systems coupled with increasing clinical interest in brain MRI images demands
better technique which overcomes their limitations, meet real-world challenges and keep pace with
advances in technology. The challenges include design of objective algorithms with reduced complexity
and to make them easy-to-use and easy-to-understand [5], [51]. In real-world scenarios it is not always
possible to have prior knowledge of all the possible distortions that can degrade an image [57]. Therefore
there is need for new quality models that extends beyond the single most relevant quality attribute in
an image [26]. A robust objective quality assessment must be based on efficiently managed quality
attributes that accounts for all possible distortion in an image [39].
We propose a new application-specific no-reference image quality assessment for MRI images of the
brain. The proposed method addresses the challenges outlined in [51] to reduce the complexity of image
quality models and to make them easy-to-use and easy-to-understand. It is based on the piecewise
constant model of ideal MRI image, binary operations, local texture analysis and set theory. The
system operates on individual slices in a MRI volume. Four feature images are derived from each slice.
They are the grayscale image of the test image, local entropy image, local contrast image and local
standard deviation image. The four feature images are binarized using their first moments as global
thresholds. In the design we show that, for an ideal MRI slice, the four binary images are identically
equal. We apply binary morphological operation and set theory analysis on different combinations of
the feature images to define five quality factors; noise, lightness, contrast, sharpness and texture details.
Total quality factor is the weighted sum of the five quality factors. The quality score of an ideal MRI
slice for each quality factor is unity. The quality score of a real MRI slice is its fidelity to an ideal MRI
slice. Performance evaluation results showed that our proposed method is simple, efficient in automated
environment and correlates with different levels of distortion.
This report is organized as follows. The next section explains how the problem of quality evaluation
is formulated. The setup of the experiment to evaluate the quality of MRI data is in section 3. Section
4 describe the operation of the algorithm. In section 5 the results of the experiment are displayed. The
experimental results are discussed in section 6. Section 7 gives an insight into future research work.
Section 8 concludes this report.
2. Problem Formulation
This section begins with description of a model MRI slice. Quality attributes of the model are
derived. The problem of image quality evaluation is quantified by the fidelity between a specific quality
attribute of an ideal MRI image and corresponding quality attribute of a real MRI image.
2.1. Attributes of an Ideal MRI image
An ideal MRI slice Ic (x, y) ∈ R2 where (x, y) are pixel locations is modeled as a piecewise constant
image [59]. Each piecewise constant region belongs to one of two intensity classes vr where r = {1, 2}.
The spacing between adjacent pixels is ι and the constant regions have clearly defined boundary b(x, y).
The ideal image is the union of the two tissues classes and the boundary pixels:
Ic (x, y) = Ic (x, y)v1 ∪ Ic (x, y)v2 ∪ b(x, y)

(1)

Pixels Ic (x, y)vr in each tissue class are assigned one of the two possible pixel intensity values, k = {0, 1}
in a binary image. A local region within the image is denoted ic (x, y)vr and has constant dimension
m × m with constant number nvr of pixels:
nvr = m2
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2.1.1. Local Regions Within Constant Regions
In local regions ic (x, y)vr that lie entirely within constant regions:
The pixels intensity level kvr and the mean of pixel intensity levels:
ic (x, y)vr = kvr
µic (x,y)vr = kvr

(3)

are constants. The variance σic (x,y)vr of pixel intensity levels:
σic (x,y)vr = 0

(4)

is zero. The gradient ∇ivrx , ∇ivry in the x and y directions:
∇ivrx = kic (x + ι, y)vr − ic (x, y)vr k = 0
∇ivry = kic (x, y + ι)vr − ic (x, y)vr k = 0

(5)

The probability P (kvr ) of the pixel intensity level:
P (kvr ) =
Therefore,
The Shannon entropy svr [17]:
svr = −
The contrast cvr [39]:

X

cvr =

n

kvr
m2



P (kvr ) log P (kvr ) = 0

ivr max − ivr min
=0
ivr max + ivr min

The sharpness dvr [19]:
dv r

=1

1 X ∇i v r
= 2
m
ivr

(6)

(7)

(8)

2

ivr = 0

(9)

2.1.2. Local Regions Containing Boundary pixels
At local regions that includes the boundaries between different piecewise constant regions:
There is diversity of pixel intensity levels,
ic (x, y)b = 0k1

(10)

The variance σic (x,y)b and the magnitude of the gradient are positive
σic (x,y)b > 0
|∇ibx | > 0
|∇iby | > 0

(11)

The mean of pixel intensity levels is a new constant kb determined by the number n of pixels belonging
to the different binary classes, 0 or 1;
kb =

1 X
(n0 + n1 )
m2
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The probability P (i(x, y)) of a specific pixel intensity level lies between 0 and 1,
0 ≤ P (i(x, y))i(x,y)=0 ≤ 1
0 ≤ P (i(x, y))i(x,y)=1 ≤ 1

(13)

Therefore,
Entropy, contrast and sharpness are positive semi-definite
svb ≥ 0
cvb ≥ 0
dvb ≥ 0

(14)

2.1.3. Quality Attributes
We define the universal set Ω as the domain R2 of an ideal MRI slice. Given that four binary feature
images; grayscale Ic , local entropy Sc , local contrast Cc and local standard deviation Dc are extracted
from the original image.
The followings hold:
Each feature image is a subset of the universal set:
Ic ∈ Ω,

Sc ∈ Ω,

Cc ∈ Ω,

Dc ∈ Ω

(15)

The feature images are identically equal;
Ic = Sc = Cc = Dc

(16)

2.2. Attributes of Real MRI image
In real MRI image It (x, y) the piecewise constant regions vr of ideal MRI image are replaced by
homogeneous regions h. There is intra-class pixel intensity variations within each homogeneous region.
Local regions that includes the boundaries between the homogeneous regions are denoted e.
2.2.1. Local Regions Within Homogeneous Regions
In local regions within the homogeneous regions the entropy shr , contrast chr and sharpness dhr is
not necessarily equal to zero value of the corresponding ideal image:
shr (x, y) ≥ svr (x, y)

(17)

chr (x, y) ≥ cvr (x, y)

(18)

dhr (x, y) ≥ dvr (x, y)

(19)

2.2.2. Local Regions Containing Boundary pixels
In the local regions containing boundaries between the two homogeneous regions the entropy st (x, y)e ,
contrast st (x, y)e and sharpness dt (x, y)e are determined by the proportion P (i(x, y))i(x,y)=0 of the dark
pixels and the proportion P (i(x, y))i(x,y)=1 of the bright pixels:
st (x, y)e ∝ P (i(x, y))er
ct (x, y)e ∝ P (i(x, y))er
dt (x, y)e ∝ P (i(x, y))er

(20)

Thus at local regions containing boundaries the relationship between a real MRI slice and its corresponding ideal slice can be expressed as follows;
st (x, y)e ≥ sc (x, y)b

(21)

ct (x, y)e ≥ cc (x, y)b

(22)

dt (x, y)e ≥ dc (x, y)b

(23)
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2.3. Quality Measure in Real MRI images
Let It , Its , Itc and Itd denote grayscale, local entropy, local contrast and local standard deviation
feature images extracted from the real MRI slice It . The notations, BWt , BWs , BWc , BWd denote the
threshold versions of the grayscale, entropy, contrast and standard deviation feature images at global
thresholds µt , µs , µc and µd , respectively. Let f (x, y) denote the foreground image extracted from the
grayscale feature image and nf the total number of foreground pixels. The total number of bright pixels
and the Euler number in BWt are denoted nt and EU L, respectively.
We define five quality scores for a real MRI slice based on its fidelity to corresponding quality
attribute of an ideal MRI image. They are noise q1, lightness q2, contrast q3, sharpness q4 and texture
details q5.
2.3.1. Noise Quality Factor
The noise quality factor q1 measure how the homogeneous regions in real MRI slice deviates from
the piecewise constant regions in ideal MRI slice:


log(EU L)
q1 = 1 −
(24)
log(nf − nt )
The reasoning here is that isolated single pixels in the homogeneous regions within the binary image
of a real MRI slice are mainly derived from the presence of noise. Thus the Euler number as a region
property of the binary image is a suitable metric for noise measure.
2.3.2. Lightness Quality Factor
The lightness quality factor q2 is a measure of distortion in the pixel intensity levels in the observed
image. It is quantified by the proportion of the intersection of two sets; the binary image of the grayscale
image and the binary image of the entropy image:
T


BWt BWs
q2 =
(25)
nt
2.3.3. Contrast Quality Factor
The contrast quality factor q3 is the proportion of the intersection of three sets; the binary image of
the grayscale image, binary image of the entropy image and the binary image of the contrast image:
T
T


BWt BWs BWc
q3 =
(26)
nt
2.3.4. Sharpness Quality Factor
The sharpness quality factor q4 is the proportion of the intersection of three sets; the binary image of
the grayscale image, binary image of the entropy image and the binary image of the standard deviation
image:
T
T


BWt BWs BWd
(27)
q4 =
nt
2.3.5. Texture Details Quality Factor
The texture details quality factor q5 is the proportion of the average of the bright pixels ns , nc , nd
in the binary images of the entropy image, the contrast image and the standard deviation image:

 
ns + nc + nd
1
q5 =
(28)
3
nt
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2.3.6. Perceptual Weights
Perceptual weight assigned to each quality factor is derived from the results of the experiment
reported in [36]. The experiment models a MRI slice as a Markov random field (MRF) [16], [59], [27]
but without reference to a prior model image. A clean image, assumed to have zero noise variance, is
at equilibrium energy state. Increasing levels of noise degradation correspond to energy states that are
higher than the equilibrium energy. On the other hand increasing levels of blur degradation corresponds
to energy states that are lower than the equilibrium energy. The energy at each level of noise is referred
to as the MRF or total clique potential (TCP) energy. It is computed from the sum of local interactions
of pixels, referred to as local clique potential energy. Figure 1 and Fig. 2 shows how a simple phantom
obtained from McGill University BrainWeb Simulated Database [9] can be used to demonstrate the
experiment in [36]. The original image of a MRI slice, assumed to be free of noise, is shown in Fig.
1a. It can be perceived by the human eye as having pleasant appearance because of the strong cluster
of similar pixels and high contrast between homogeneous regions. Increase in Rician noise (Fig. 1a Fig. 1c) and blur (Fig. 2a - Fig. 2c) from level 0 through level 3, level 7 to level 10, results in gradual
weakening of the clusters that characterize the image. The human eye perceives the gradual weakening
of clusters as variations in contrast, sharpness and lightness quality attributes.
The experiment in [36] propose a power model that express the relationship between the normalized
total clique potential Et and the standard deviation σ̂ of Gaussian noise for brain MRI images:
Et = aσ̂ b + c, {Et : Et ≤ 1}
abg = −1.67, afg = −0.6863
bbg = −0.6764, bfg = −0.3663
cbg = 1.053, cfg = 1.105

(29)

where abg , afg , bbg , bfg , cbg , cfg are the model parameters for the foreground (fg ) and background (bg )
modes. The foreground mode of the power model shown in Fig. 2d is of interest to our research as
our proposed method evaluates the quality of a MRI slice by considering only the foreground pixels.
Cursory view of Fig. 2d shows that the plot does not intercept with the y-axis. The plot is asymptotic
to the y axis, minEt ≍ 0.5 because real MRI images were utilized for the experiment. Only ideal MRI
slice has zero variance. There is no real MRI slice with exact zero variance. We adopt the horizontal
asymptote y = 0.5 as threshold Th to classify the MRF energies into two energy bands, noise energy
band EN and blur energy band EB :
(
Et ≥ Th Noise Energy Band
E=
(30)
Et < Th Blur Energy Band
The lower figure of Fig. 2d indicates increasing dominance of noise and blur above and below the
threshold, respectively and conforms with the suggestion in [14] that noise can be regarded as a unique
type of information. Both degradation processes results in loss of sharpness. Quality factors that
complements each other are assigned to the same energy band. They are also assigned equal weights
within the same energy band since they provide complementary information.
The noise energy band consists of the noise quality factor q1 and the lightness quality factor q2 with
perceptual weights:
 
E
(31)
w1 = w2 =
2
where w1, w2 are the weights assigned to the noise and lightness quality factors, respectively.
The blur category consists of the contrast quality factor q3, sharpness quality factor q4 and texture
details quality factor q5 with perceptual weights:


1−E
(32)
w3 = w4 = w5 =
3
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where w3, w4 and w5 are the weights assigned to contrast, sharpness and texture details quality factors.
2.3.7. Total Quality Score
For a m percent Rician noise level the standard deviation of the equivalent Gaussian noise is given
by
 τm
σ ≈ N 0,
(33)
100
where τ is the maximum pixel intensity [10]. Given an estimate of the noise level in a MRI slice the
total quality score Q is the weighted sum of the five quality factors:
 
 






E
E
1−E
1−E
1−E
Q = q1
+ q2
+ q3
+ q4
+ q5
(34)
2
2
3
3
3
.

3. Experimental setup
Data used for the performance evaluation of our proposed method were obtained from a clinical
research organization, NeuroRx research Inc (https://www.neurorx.com) and a medical device development and research organization, BrainCare Oy (http://braincare.fi/).
The experiment was performed on more than 100 hundred T2, T1 and fluid attenuation inverse
recovery (FLAIR) magnitude MRI volume data. To comply with the required page limits for this report
we provide results on only four MRI volume data. Three of the four dataset are a 60-slice, 2.4mm
thickness, 256 × 256 data from NeuroRx Research Inc. The first is a T1-weighted brain MRI data
originally acquired with various levels of degradation by bias fields. The second data is a T2-weighted
data which can be perceived as having acceptable quality. The third data is a FLAIR having quality
that can be considered as borderline between good and bad quality. The data from BrainCare Oy is
T2-weighted and is considered a good quality image. It consists of 24 slices. Each slice has dimension
448 × 390 and thickness of 7.4mm.
Three types of degradation; blur, motion blur and Rician noise at different levels were artificially
induced on the test data. Blur was simulated by convolving a slice with circular averaging filter of
radius {r : 1 ≤ r ≤ 10} pixels. Motion blur was induced on a slice by convolving it with a special filter
which approximates the linear motion of a camera. The linear motion is described by two parameters,
the linear distance in pixels and the angular distance in degree. Both parameters were scaled from 1 to
10. Two identical Gaussian noise levels were generated and each was separately added to the test slice
and its identical slice. This simulates the real and imaginary components in the complex plane of MRI
acquisition process. Rician noise is added to the test image by computing the magnitude of the complex
data. The Rician noise is scaled from 1 to 10 percent.
4. System Operation
The algorithm was implemented on Matlab computing environment. The flow chart in Fig. 3 and
the images in Fig. 4 explains the four stages of the quality evaluation experiment. The algorithm regard
individual slice as a separate image and thus operates slice-by-slice on a MRI volume data.
4.1. Extraction of Foreground
The initial task in the experiment is the extraction FRX of the foreground FRG from the FLAIR
image TIM shown in Fig. 4a. The indices of pixels in the foreground is used to determine the mean
pixel intensity level and the number of pixels nf in the foreground of the test image.
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4.2. Texture Filtering
The test image is convolved separately with three texture filters TEX; local entropy filter, local
contrast filter and local standard deviation filter to obtain local entropy (Fig. 4b), local contrast (Fig.
4c) and local standard deviation (Fig. 4d) feature images, respectively. The algorithm is sensitive to
the size of filter. We recommended the use of a 3 × 3 filter as the finest filter for an image where the
row and column dimensions are ≤ 256 and a 5 × 5 filter for an image where the row and the column
dimensions are > 256.
4.3. Hard Thresholds
First moments of four feature images; the grayscale test image and the three local texture images
are computed with reference to the foreground pixels. These moments are the global thresholds used
to binarize BIT the four feature images. Binarization classifies the intensity levels in the image into
regions of similar attributes [11] and reduce the computational as well as the operational complexity of
the algorithm [46]. Furthermore binarization conforms with the two-class piecewise constant ideal MRI
slice explained in section IIA and follows the same reasoning in [49] which regard the observed image as
a blurred version of an ideal binary image.
4.4. Quality Evaluation
Since the four feature images are directly derived from the same slice there is no need to incorporate
additional resources such as image registration into the algorithm. This design feature will potentially
reduce the operational complexity of the system. Binary morphological operation MPH is executed
on the foreground and the three binary local texture feature images to generate four region properties.
They are Euler number EuL associated with the white matter region, area of the entropy image aE,
area of the contrast image aC and the area of the standard deviation image aS. The Euler number
region property and the number of foreground pixels are used to determine the noise quality factor q1
according to Eq. 24. The intersection of the binarized test image and the entropy image gives the
lightness quality factor q2 according to Eq. 25. The intersection of three binary images; test image,
entropy and contrast determines the contrast quality factor q3 according to Eq. 26. The intersection of
another set of three binary images; test image, entropy image and standard deviation image gives the
sharpness quality score q4 according to Eq. 27. Texture details q5 computed according to Eq. 28 is
determined from the average of the areas of the entropy, contrast and standard deviation binary images.
The total quality score is the weighted sum of the five quality scores according to Eq. 34.
5. Experimental Results
In this results section we display quality evaluation on one T2-weighted MRI volume data each
from NeuroRx and BrainCare. There is also quality evaluation results for a T1-weighted volume data
from NeuroRx which the slices were originally degraded by different levels of bias fields. A slice was
selected from each of the T2-weighted data to demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method on
images with different levels of noise, blur and motion blur. In the plots, the five quality criteria; noise,
lightness, contrast, sharpness and texture details are colored deep blue, light blue, green, pink and
brown, respectively. The total quality score is in a separate plot with deep blue color.
5.1. Acceptable Quality
Two slices in a MRI volume data from BrainCare and NeuroRx considered as having acceptable
image quality are shown in Fig. 5a - Fig. 5b and Fig. 6a - Fig. 6b, respectively. Figure 5c - Fig. 5d
and Fig. 6c - Fig. 6d are the five quality scores and the total quality scores of successive slices in the
MRI volume data, respectively.
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5.2. Bias Fields
Two slices in a MRI volume data from NeuroRx degraded by bias fields are shown in Fig. 7a - Fig.
7b. Figure 7c - Fig. 7d are the five quality scores and the total quality scores of successive slices in the
MRI volume data.
5.3. Blur
The image in Fig. 8a is a slice in the volume data from NeuroRx. Its blurred version at blur level of
10 is shown in Fig. 8b. The plot of increasing levels of blur versus the five quality criteria is displayed
in Fig. 8c. The total quality score of the slice at each level of blur is in Fig. 8d.
5.4. Motion blur
The image in Fig. 9a is a slice in the volume data from BrainCare. Its motion blurred version at
motion blur level of 10 is shown in Fig. 9b. The plot of the variation of increasing levels of motion blur
with the five quality criteria is displayed in Fig. 9c. Figure 9d shows how the total quality score of the
slice varies with the different levels of motion blur.
5.5. Noise
The image in Fig. 10a is the same slice in Fig. 9a but degraded by Rician noise level of 10 as shown
in Fig. 10b. The plot of increasing level of noise with the five quality criteria is displayed in Fig. 10c.
The variation of the total quality score with noise levels is shown in Fig. 10d.
5.6. Comparative Performance Evaluation
Figure 11 and Fig. 12 are displayed to compare our proposed quality measure method to the existing
methods that adopt global sharpness and noise level quality measures to predict the quality of brain MRI
images. The global sharpness measure was formulated in [19] and implemented as a quality measure in
[54]. Noise level was estimated using the fast noise variance estimation algorithm proposed by [23]. The
images for comparative performance evaluation had their pixel intensity levels normalized to lie between
0 and 1 [40].
The image in Fig. 11a is a slice in T1 volume data originally acquired with bias fields. The index
number of the slice in the MRI volume data is 19. Global sharpness measure for 21 successive slices in
the T1 MRI volume data is displayed in Fig. 11c. The image in Fig. 11b is a slice in a T2 MRI volume
data degraded by Rician noise level of 10 percent. The plot of variation of global sharpness with Rician
noise levels increasing from 0 to 10 percent is shown in Fig. 11d.
The T1 MRI slice in Fig. 12a is the same slice in Fig. 11a. The estimate of noise levels in 21
successive slices in the T1 MRI volume data is shown in Fig. 12c. The image in Fig. 12b is the same
slice in Fig. 11b but degraded by motion blur level of 10. The variation of global sharpness with motion
blur levels increasing from 1 to 10 is displayed in Fig. 12d.
6. Discussion
6.1. Classification Across Perceived Good Quality Images
The algorithm demonstrated very good classification across perceived good quality images. Two
examples are the good quality MRI volume data from BrainCare and NeuroRx displayed in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6, respectively. The average quality scores of the slices in the BrainCare volume data shown in Fig.
5c are 0.55 for noise, 0.65 for lightness, 0.5 for contrast, 0.5 for sharpness and 0.75 for texture details.
The average of the total quality score shown in Fig 5d is 0.55. The data from NeuroRx in Fig. 6c had
average quality scores of 0.6 for noise, 0.8 for lightness, 0.6 for contrast, 0.6 for sharpness and 0.9 for
details. The average of the total quality score shown in Fig. 6d is 0.75.
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6.2. Classification Across Perceived Poor Quality Images
The T1-weighted images in Fig. 7a - Fig. 7b and the plots of quality scores shown in Fig. 7c - Fig.
7d for successive MRI slices degraded by bias fields demonstrates that our proposed method can give
good classification across poor quality images. The average of the five quality scores are 0.5 for noise
and 0.55 for lightness, 0.1 for contrast, 0.1 for sharpness and 0.7 for texture. The average of the total
quality score is 0.35 as shown in Fig. 7d.
6.3. Classification Across Different Quality Factors
The plots in Fig. 7c, Fig. 8c, Fig. 9c and Fig. 10c demonstrates that our proposed method can
give good classification across different image quality factors. An example is the plot in Fig. 7c that
shows the five quality criteria for the image degraded by bias fields. The image can be perceived as free
of noise, clearly visible grayscale pixels with texture and low contrast between the different anatomic
structures. These quality perception is consistent with the average quality score of 0.5 for noise, 0.55 for
lightness. The average quality score of 0.1 for contrast and 0.1 for sharpness is also acceptable because
bias fields results in perceived low contrast and sharpness between the white matter and cortical grey
matter regions.
6.4. Relationship Between Different Quality Factors
The plots in Fig. 7d, Fig. 8d, Fig. 9d and Fig. 10d demonstrate how the different quality factors
relate with each other for the different levels of degradation. All the plots shows a general decrease in
the total quality factor for different levels of degradation because our proposed method gave a fairly
accurate estimate of the various quality criteria. The plot in Fig. 10d indicate gradual loss of lightness,
contrast, sharpness and texture details as a result of increasing levels of Rician noise.
6.5. Consistent Quality Prediction Across Different Levels of Distortion
In Fig. 8 - Fig. 10 there is general reduction in the total quality scores for increasing levels of the
dominant distortion for T2-weighted images degraded by blur, motion blur and noise. It is obvious that
the T2-weighted images in Fig. 8a, Fig. 9a and Fig 10a are better in quality than their corresponding
distorted versions in Fig. 8b, Fig. 9b and Fig. 10b, respectively. Even state-of-the-art automated
image analysis system will fail to accurately classify the images degraded by bias fields shown in Fig.
7 into two-tissue class consisting of white matter and gray matter regions. The objective quality score
recorded by our proposed method demands that these images be corrected for bias field before analysis.
The performance evaluation results is an indication that our proposed method has the potential to
demonstrate good correlation with human observers in a subjective performance evaluation experiment.
6.6. Suitability for Automated Environment
Quality control in fully automated image analysis environments require physicians or trained readers
to assess the performance of image analysis systems on large volumes of MRI data. State-of-the-art
image analysis systems are generally efficient in the analysis of good quality images. There is limit to
their performance and their performance can be said to be related to the quality of the image. Quality
control task becomes difficult and cumbersome when the quality of the output of the system is perceived
to lie on the borderline between acceptable and unacceptable quality. Our proposed method assess the
quality of an image based on five different quality factors. In automated environments our proposed
method can be used in conjunction with human observers in a subjective evaluation experiment. This
can help determine generally acceptable objective quality scores for borderline bad and borderline good
images.
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6.7. Limitations of the Proposed Algorithm: Modeling Error
The performance of our proposed algorithm is limited by modeling error. In the ideal model the
cortical gray matter characterized by high density of edges and the smoothly varying ventricle are two
distinct tissue classes. The modeling error result from the transformation of the test image into a binary
image. In the binary image the cortical gray matter and the ventricular system are regarded as belonging
to the same tissue class because of the narrow distance in their mean pixel intensity levels. The effect of
the modeling error is evident in the total quality score displayed in Fig. 5d and Fig. 6d. The increase in
quality score with slice number correlates with the reduction in the percentage volume of the ventricular
system with increasing slice number. This phenomenon is clearly evident in Fig. 6d. The ventricular
system is about 17 percent of the brain volume [30] hence the modeling error does not have significant
impact on our proposed quality measure technique.
6.8. Quality Scores Cut-off Mark
A slice in a MRI volume is classified as good or bad with reference to the asymptotic behavior of the
power model shown in Fig. 2d. The cut-off for each quality score is set at the horizontal asymptote,
0.5. The asymptote is a natural threshold which demarcates the energy band into two separate regions
dominated by noise and blur, respectively. The slice monotonically looses its sharpness quality as the
distance on either side of the threshold increases. To account for variations in the perceptual weights of
the different quality scores the cut-off for the total quality score is set at 0.45, about 10 percent lower
than the cut-off for individual quality factors.
6.9. Comparative Performance Evaluation
There are several problems that hinders direct objective comparative performance evaluation of the
few currently available post-acquisition quality evaluation methods for brain MRI images. Existing
methods adopt different distortion models. The SNR quality measure proposed in [15] is a full-reference
quality assessment method. The reports in [54] and [34] adopt ANOVA as quality index. Evaluation
results reported on exisiting methods can be said to be data dependent because there is currently no
ground truth data available for clinical brain MRI images. The use of phantom is not an effective
approach for comparative performance evaluation because it lacks the natural anatomical variability
and image acquisition artifacts that are usually encountered in real images [50]. It is for these reasons
that our proposed method is compared to existing methods such as [15], [54] and [34] based on their
design characteristics.
The plot in Fig. 11d demonstrate that global sharpness, one of the several global quality measures
in [54], can efficiently discriminate between different levels of distortion. Evaluation parameters derived
from ANOVA does not transform to a quality index and the parameters can have ambiguous meanings
[31]. ANOVA does not indicate if the quality measure variable decrease, increase or is random with
increasing levels of distortion. Both proposals can be regarded as distortion detection techniques because
it does not transform the distortion levels into an index of image quality. Quality evaluation is the
transformation of the different levels of degradation into a quality index. The prediction accuracy and
hence the perceptual quality of an image quality model can only be assessed based on a quality index [56].
The absence of a quality index makes it impossible to compare the two separate sharpness-distortion
levels variations shown in Fig. 11c and Fig. 11d with other algorithms.
We will now consider a scenario where we choose to disregard the absence of a quality index. The
sharpness quality attribute which effectively discriminate different levels of motion blur in Fig. 11d can
be said to be an erroneous quality indicator for images degraded by bias fields. The average global
sharpness of 2 × 104 recorded for the slices in Fig. 11c is greater than the global sharpness of 7 × 102
recorded for the T2 slice in the absence of distortion. There is insignificant level of noise σ < 1 recorded
for the slices in Fig. 12c. The global sharpness of 4 × 102 recorded for the T2 slice degraded by blur
in Fig. 12d is comparable to the sharpness attribute of 7 × 102 recorded for the T2 slice in the absence
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of distortion in Fig. 11d. Thus sharpness and noise attribute can be said to be an erroneous quality
indicator for an image degraded by bias fields and motion blur. The implication of this demonstration is
that single or few relevant quality attributes are not sufficient to capture all the possible distortions that
can be present in an image [26]. The contribution by [15] which adopt signal-noise-ratio attribute will
be limited in their performance because it relies only on gauging the intensity attributes of distortions
[26]. The quality evaluation method proposed by [34] will also be limited in performance because the
detection of noise and artifacts are too few attributes to capture all the possible distortions in an image.
7. Future Work
Image quality evaluation is the focus of collaborative research by our group. In the near future we
hope to develop new quality evaluation techniques that addresses the different challenges in the use
of brain MRI images for clinical research. New quality evaluation methods will incorporate three new
features. First is a region segmentation technique for the three major anatomical structures of the
brain; white matter, gray matter and the ventricles. This approach will extend the performance of our
proposed method to include region-of-interest quality measure alongside current global quality measure.
Second feature is a new approach to automatically compute the perceptual weight associated with each
quality attribute. This can be achieved through the use of a full phantom experiment to explore the
various simulation frameworks for the generation and quantification of artifacts. The third feature is
a validation study to compare how a proposed method compares with subjective evaluation by human
observers.
8. Conclusion
Medical images exhibit characteristics which distinguish them from each other and the other classes
of natural images. It will be futile to design a generic image quality metric because of intra-class and
inter-class variability in the characteristics of images. We hereby propose a new application-specific
objective post-acquisition quality assessment for MRI images of the brain which takes into account the
major anatomical structures of the brain. Processing of the quality metrics is on binary images, hence
the proposed method is simple and efficient for both automated and manual environments. Experimental
results demonstrates that our proposed method can objectively classify perceived good and poor quality
images based on different quality criteria. Thus our proposed method will meet current challenges and
ensure accurate prediction of image quality, improve the discernment of the trained MRI reader and
encourage time-efficient consensus in subjective quality evaluation.
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THREE PERCENT RICIAN NOISE
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Figure 1: An MRI slice image at various levels of degradation by Rician noise (a) 0 percent (b) 3 percent (c) 7 percent
(d) 10 percent.
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BLUR LEVEL = 3

BLUR LEVEL = 7
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MRF ENERGY − NOISE LEVEL

BLUR LEVEL = 10

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: An MRI slice image at various levels of degradation by blurring with circular disk of radius (a) 0 pixels (b) 3
pixels (c) 7 pixels (d) The upper figure is the plot of the mathematical model for describing the relationship between MRF
energy and noise level in the foreground of a MRI slice. The lower figure explains how the threshold set at the horizontal
asymptote demarcates the MRF energies into the noise and blur energy bands. Sharpness monotonically decreases with
increasing distance from the threshold.
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FLOW CHART OF ALGORITHM

Figure 3: The flow chart of the method for quality evaluation in a brain MRI slice (TIM). The three initial steps are
transformation to the binary domain (BIT), foreground extraction (FRX) and local texture analysis (TEX). These initial
steps generate a binary image (black colored circle), foreground image (FRG) and three local texture images; local
entropy (orange colored circle), local contrast (yellow colored circle) and local standard deviation (green colored
circle). Morphological operation on the binary image and the binary images of the three texture images produces Euler
number (EuL) and area properties (aE, aC, aS) for the computation of the noise quality score (q1) and texture details
quality score (q5). The binary image of the test image is combined with the entropy image to compute the lightness
quality score (q2). The contrast quality score (q3) is computed by the combination of the binary image, entropy image
and contrast image. The combination of the binary image, the entropy image and the standard deviation image gives the
sharpness quality score (q5)
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TEST IMAGE

LOCAL ENTROPY IMAGE
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LOCAL CONTRAST IMAGE

LOCAL STANDARD DEVIATION IMAGE
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(d)

Figure 4: A FLAIR MRI slice (a) in a volume data. Texture filtering is applied to derive local entropy (b), local contrast
(c) and local standard deviation (d) images.
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Figure 5: The images in (a) and (b) are slices with indices 1 and 8 in a T2-weighted MRI volume data from BrainCare.
The quality scores of 11 successive slices in the volume data based on five quality criteria are in (c). The total quality
score for each slice is in (d)
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Figure 6: The images in (a) and (b) are slices with indices 1 and 10 in a T2-weighted MRI volume data from NeuroRx.
The quality scores of 14 successive slices in the volume data based on five quality criteria are in (c). The total quality
score for each slice is in (d)
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Figure 7: The images in (a) and (b) are slices with indices 1 and 14 in a T1-weighted MRI volume data from NeuroRx.
The MRI data is degraded by bias fields. The quality scores of 14 successive slices in the volume data based on five quality
criteria are in (c). The total quality score for each slice is in (d)
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Figure 8: The image in (a) is a slice in a MRI volume data from NeuroRx shown in Fig. 3. It is degraded with increasing
levels of blur using a circular averaging filter. The image in (b) is the image in (a) but degraded by blur level of 10. The
quality scores of the image in (a), for blur levels increasing from 0 to 10, based on the five quality criteria are in (c). The
total quality scores for each blur level are in (d)
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Figure 9: The image in (a) is a slice in a MRI volume data from BrainCare shown in Fig. 5. It is degraded with increasing
levels of motion blur modeled as linear motion of a camera. The image in (b) is the image in (a) but degraded by motion
blur level of 10. The quality scores of the image in (a), for motion blur levels increasing from 0 to 10, based on the five
quality criteria are in (e). The total quality scores for each motion blur level are in (d)
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Figure 10: The image in (a) is a slice in a MRI volume data from BrainCare shown in Fig. 5. It is degraded with increasing
levels of Rician noise. The image in (b) is the image in (a) but degraded by noise level of 10. The quality scores of the
image in (a), for noise levels increasing from 0 to 10, based on the five quality criteria are in (e). The total quality scores
for each noise level are in (d)
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Figure 11: The image in (a) is a slice in a T1 MRI volume data originally acquired with bias fields. The image in (b)
is a slice in a T2 MRI volume data degraded by Rician noise level of 10 percent. (c) The global sharpness measures of
21 successive slices in the T1 MRI volume data shown in (a). (d) The global sharpness measure for Rician noise levels
increasing levels from 1 to 10 in the image shown in (b).
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Figure 12: The image in (a) is the same slice in a T1 MRI volume data originally acquired with bias fields shown in Fig.
11a. The image in (b) is the same slice in a T2 MRI volume data shown in Fig. 11b but degraded by motion blur level
of 10 . (c) The estimated noise levels of 21 successive slices in the T1 MRI volume data shown in (a). (d) The global
sharpness measure for motion blur levels increasing from 1 to 10 in the image shown in (b).
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